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Discussant comments
• Bi-directionality (not for me)
• Formal vs informal: paper with Jim
• Interaction between concentration of ties
within clusters and effect of entropy
• Weak ties?
• Flow through formal, all faculty pd?
• Explain frequency change outcome
• Causal language?
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Abstract
This study concerns how intra-organizational networks affect
the implementation of policies and practices in organizations.
In particular, we attend to the role of the informal subgroup or
clique in cultivating and distributing locally adapted and
integrated knowledge, or know-how. We develop two
hypotheses based on the importance of intra-organizational
coordination for an organization’s capacity for change. The
first emphasizes the importance of distributing know-how
evenly to potential recipient subgroups. The second
emphasizes the importance of restricting know-how to flow
from high know-how subgroups. We test our hypotheses with
longitudinal network data in 21 schools, finding stronger
support for the second hypothesis than the first. Our findings
can help managers cultivate know-how flows to contribute to
organizational change.

Study Context: Resource Flows
and Organizational Change
• Resource flows critical for organizations
– overall performance
– product innovation
– transfer of best practices
– workplace learning
– Coordination: relates to stratification

• Limitation:
– Many focus on aggregate culture, not specific
flows through networks

Specific Focus on Implementation
of New Initiatives in Schools
• Challenging problem reformers and
theorists
• Consistent focus of organizational theory
– control theory
– contingency theory
– new institutionalism

Baseline Assumption: Teachers Need
Local Knowledge to be Effective for
Complex Production
• Must adapt external, general knowledge
to context of the school
• Local knowledge allows teachers to
comply with local norms (Kennedy,
2002, calls craft knowledge)
• Local knowledge (if made explicit) can
be shared with others to improve school
– Frank et al., 2011

The Workforce:
School Teachers

Teaching as Complex Production

Previous
Training

Curriculum

pedagogy

Coordination

Assessments
Student
Composition
Thompson;Woodward; Bidwell

How can a Teacher Access Relevant
Knowledge?
• Jackson & Brueger
• Within subgroups
– Others understand context and language
• Between subgroups (Burt)
– Realize the strategic advantage of being a bridger in
a network
• Individual bridger more likely to advance within
organization
• Information
• Framing
• Opportunities for creativity

The Power of the Bridger:
Access to Unique Information and
Opportunities

Page 349

But the Bridge to Where?
Difficult to Scale to the System
• If actors should advance by building bridges
(brokering), then from the system perspective
– What patterns of knowledge flow at the school level
are most related to overall change in behavior?
• Which subgroups should broker?
• From which subgroups to which subgroups?

– Policy: What patterns of knowledge flow at the school
level are most related to overall change in behavior?

• Formal Research Questions
– Should social capital flow uniformly to all subgroups?
– What is the optimal distribution of social capital from
subgroups?

The Power of the Bridger:
Access to Unique Information and
Opportunities

Should Robert
choose A or C?
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Moving from Individual to
Organization level with Yong Zhao
• Individual access to knowledge changes implementation
– Frank, Zhao and Borman 2004; Zhao and Frank 2003; Penuel
Frank and Krause

• Influence for Individual change, but how about at the
organizational level?
• Everybody needs lots of access to knowledge?
– Just demands more resources
• More experts
• More interaction

• Get smarter about knowledge distribution: What patterns
of knowledge flow at the school level are most related to
overall change in behavior?
– Why are some schools able to leverage their sources of
knowledge to change behaviors/practices, and others not?

A Crystallized Sociogram in Westville
Number is teacher ID
Text indicates grade:
G2=grade 2

Circles indicate subgroups,
Lines indicate close colleagues
“who are your closest
colleagues in this school?”
Solid lines within subgroups,
dotted lines between subgroups
Subgroups identified by
Frank (1995) algorithm

Distance between A
and B reflects history
of school: SES
integration

A Ripple Plot of Westville
ID’s replaced by •

Size of • represents extent of
implementation of technology
at time 1
○ indicates change in
implementation
between time 1 and time 2
Lines indicate help with technology

Same social geography as
crystalized sociogram

Interpretation: Diffusion and
Embeddedness
• Resource flows structured by the underlying
pattern of close collegial ties.
– Teacher 2’s expertise flowed within subgroup B
(bonding social capital)
– To subgroup C (bridging)
– To Subgroup A (bridging)

• Need both figures to tell the story
– Crystalized sociogram: Underlying social structure
• Do not need a separate social structure for each diffusion
process

– Rippled plot: Resource flows and changes in
behaviors

From Single Case to Cross-case
comparison
Crystalized sociogram and ripple plot good
for single case study
But what systematically affects
implementation of innovation across
schools?

Implementation of Reforms Across 21 Schools
Data
425 school staff from 21 schools from a single state in the Pacific West
2 time points, roughly one year apart (Spring 2004, Spring 2005)
Measures
Implementation of localized reform (α = .92) . How much have you implemented
the reform in …
curriculum materials used
instructional strategies and activities used with students
assessment strategies used
standards and topics covered
performance levels expected of students
complexity of work assigned to students
classroom management techniques employed
student grouping methods used
professional development sought out
roles and relationships in the school
Social Network:
Who are your closest professional colleagues in this school?
Who has helped you in the past twelve months implement the primary schoolwide
initiative (frequency of interaction: once or twice a year = 1, monthly = 9, weekly = 40,
daily = 160)

Characteristics of Faculty
Members in the Sample
N

%

Male

73

17.2%

Female

352

82.8%

White

338

79.5%

African American

11

2.6%

Hispanic/Latino

43

10.1%

Asian

18

4.2%

Other/Unknown

15

3.5%

Provisional

57

13.4%

Emergency

5

1.2%

341

80.2%

National Board

9

2.1%

Missing

13

3.1%

Gender

Race/Ethnicity

Certification Status

Clear

Teaching Assignment
N

%

PreK

3

0.7%

K

31

7.1%

1

61

14.0%

2

48

11.0%

3

57

13.1%

4

28

6.4%

5

54

12.4%

6

37

8.5%

7

10

2.3%

8

40

9.2%

9

2

0.5%

10

12

2.8%

11

6

1.4%

12

32

7.4%

Other

14

3.2%

Deep Dives
• Crystalized sociogram and ripple plot in
each school
• Incorporate information about
characteristics of teachers by subgroup
• Interpret with field researchers
– 2 -3 hours per school

• Understand school as a case
See: Penuel, W., Riel, M., Krause, A., & Frank, K. A. 2009. Analyzing Teachers'
Professional Interactions in a School as Social Capital: A Social Network Approach.
Teachers College Record Volume 111 Number 1, 2009, p. http://www.tcrecord.org/Content.asp?ContentID=15174.

Hypothesis Generation 1
• Distance from knowledge base a key to
organizational change
• Scaling up from individual level
• H1: The more even the flow of know-how
to potential recipient subgroups the
greater will be the systemic
implementation of practices dependent on
the know-how.

Hypothesis Generation 2
• Small number of sources of knowledge
– Those with higher expertise/know-how
– Develop more explicit knowledge through focused interaction
within the subgroups
• will test this assumption

– Exert more pressure on others to conform
– Provide unambiguous messages

• Members of the organization will access similar knowhow  coordination
– All else being equal, it is better for one subgroup to provide
know-how to three other subgroups than for three different
subgroups to provide the know-how separately to each
subgroup.

• H2: The more know-how is restricted to flow from
subgroups with high levels of know-how, the greater will
be the systemic implementation of practices dependent
on that know-how.

Comparison of Hypotheses
• Hypothesis 1 assumes quality of resource
is constant, therefore focus on distribution
to recipients
• Hypothesis 2 assumes variation in quality
of resource, therefore focus on distribution
from providers

Quantifying Distribution of Resources
• Average access to knowledge?
– No, focus on distribution

• Standard deviation of access to
knowledge
– Didn’t work to predict school level change in
implementation

Ann Krause Suggests: Shannon
Indices
• From physics, communication and ecology
• How much entropy is there in resource flow
– A lot of entropy means flows could occur across any
path
– A little entropy means flows are targeted

• Shannon:
"The fundamental problem of communication is
that of reproducing at one point, either exactly or
approximately, a message selected at another
point."

Constructing Measures of Entropy:
Start with Social Capital

wii’, =Flow of knowledge from i’ to i
=helpii x level of knowledgei’ t-1
e.g., helpBA x level of knowledgeB t-1

21

B

provides help to

A

C

D

If A talks to B 3 times/week
and B has 7 units of
knowledge, then A has
potential access to 21 units
of knowledge through
interactions with B:
3 x 7 =21

Convert to Probability that
Resource Flows over a Given Path

p(i, i' ) 

wi ,i '

w

i ,i '

i ,i '
Probability of flow over a path = flow over that path/all flows over all paths

Shannon’s measures

p (i, i ')   p(i, i ') Ln[ p(i, i ')]
*

Transformation of probability
For single flow, doesn’t mean much, but for system…

The Sum of Two Transformed
Resource Flow Probabilities

Sum of p*

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.5

1

Probability p(i,i' )

Measure has high value when equal probability of flow over either path
Symmetric, smooth.

Organizational Change as a
function of Sink and Source
Entropy

• Sink entropy: are resources evenly
received throughout system
– Coordination as units access equal
knowledge, can act in unison

• Source entropy: are resources evenly sent
throughout the system
– Coordination via control of quality and type of
knowledge

Separating Sources from Sinks
Esources   p(i, i ') log  p(i, i ')
i ,i '

i'

Entropy from sources: large if flow from many sources of knowledge

Esinks

  p(i, i ') log  p(i, i ')
i ,i '

i

Entropy from sinks: large if flow to many sinks or
receivers

Subgroup as the Unit of Analysis
• Relevant variation is between subgroups:
Bridging social capital
• Within subgroups
– Strong pressure to conform
– Many opportunities for information to flow
– Homogeneity within subgroups

• Use subgroup as unit of analysis:
– How should resources flow between subgroups to
most effect change at school level?

Restatement of Hypotheses in
terms of Entropy Across Subgroups
H1 [restated in terms of entropy]: The greater the
entropy of the potential flow of know-how to
subgroups the greater will be the systemic
implementation of behaviors dependent on that
know-how.
H2 [restated in terms of entropy]: The less the
entropy of potential flow of know-how from
subgroups the greater will be the systemic
implementation of behaviors dependent on that
know-how.

School Level Regression

Outcome defined only for teachers in school at both time points
Entropy based on networks at time 2, teacher know-how at time 1

Multilevel Version of Model

Inference strategy
• Change in teacher’s behaviors
– Equivalent to fixed effects for teachers: controls out anything that
is constant to the teacher over time
• Key predictors are emergent properties of school
– Not a function of a single actor
– Actors may not be aware of key forces (potential knowledge
flow) and their effects
– Distribution of resource flow unlikely to be attributed to behavior
or characteristics of a single actor
 Control for
structural characteristics of school: Size, duration of reform,
perceived explicitness of initiative, Perceived pressure to
implement the school-wide initiative, School size,
– structure of network: density of network, extent of clustering
• Quantify how strong an omitted variable would have to be to change
an inference
– Informs discussion about inference

Linear Trend between Potential Provider
Entropy and Change in School-wide
Initiative Implementation
Change in Implementation of Initiative

1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0
-0.5

.
-1
-1.5
-2
Potential Provider Entropy

Hypotheses Evaluation
H1 [restated in terms of entropy]: The greater the entropy of the flow of knowhow to subgroups the greater will be the systemic implementation of behaviors
dependent on that know-how. NO
H2 [restated in terms of entropy]: The less the entropy of potential flow of knowhow from subgroups the greater will be the systemic implementation of
behaviors dependent on that know-how. YES
– Alternative factor would have to be correlated about .6 with source
entropy and .6 with change in implementation to invalidate the inference
that source entropy causes change in implementation
• (impact of omitted variable necessary to invalidate the inference =.6 x .6 =.36).

– duration of the school-wide initiative correlated -.16 with potential
provider entropy and -.18 with change in implementation. Product=-.16
x -.18=.03.
– To invalidate inference, the impact of omitted variable must be 10 times
stronger than impact of duration of the initiative.

Interpretation
• The larger the number of subgroup sources
(greater entropy), the less the change. Strong
effect
– few subgroup sources creates large effect

• Why?
–
–
–
–

Better coordination
More explicit knowledge/know-how
Committed experts can exert pressure
Coherent message
• Can’t shop around for sources that condone what you do

The Power of the Bridger:
Access to Unique Information and
Opportunities

Should Robert
choose A or C?
None or both
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Theoretical Implications
• Filling structural holes
– Good for individual
– What happens if everybody follows Ron Burt’s advice?
– Maybe not good for the system

• Locate knowledge flow in social network of organization
– Not just social structure or level of knowledge

• Between subgroup flows are key
– Bridging social capital
– There is a qualitative difference in knowledge possessed by
subgroups.

Policy Implications
• Cultivate interactions with knowledge
expert subgroups
– Concern: could elevate voice and status
– But subject specific (everyone gets their 15
minutes of fame)

• How to cultivate interactions?
– Provide venues
– Provide release time and other resources

END HERE

Concern over Missing Confound
(Internal Validity)
• Causal Inference concern: How much of the
difference would have to be attributed to other
factors to invalidate the causal inference?
Maybe schools that have more tightly specified
reforms have fewer subgroups supporting the
reform and increase more in implementation.
• We may never know ,but we can quantify the
concern
– What would the impact of a confound (e.g, inclination
to help) have to be to alter our Inference? (Frank,
2000)

Impact of a Confounding Variable
on a Regression Coefficient
Source
Board
Certified
Entropy

Number

(t)

Change
in implementation
others

rty

helped
(y)

rvt
rvt×rvy

Reform
specificity
Inclination
to be Helpful
(confounding variable --v)

rvy

What must be impact to Invalidate
the Inference?
y = outcome (change in implementation )
x = predictor of interest (source entropy)
rx∙y = the correlation between x (source entropy) and y (change in
implementation)=.65
r x ∙ cv = correlation between x and an unmeasured confounding variable
ry ∙ cv = correlation between y and an unmeasured confounding variable
k = r x ∙cv × ry ∙ cv = Impact of Unmeasured Confound
Question:
What must be k to invalidate the inference that source entropy affects
how much a school changes in implementation?

Procedure for Robustness Indices
• 1) Define a threshold for inference
• 2) Express focal statistic in components
reflecting unknown
• 3) Set focal statistic equal to threshold and
solve for threshold
– make assumptions like maximizing.

 conditions necessary to invalidate
inference

1) Defining a Threshold for Inference
• Define r# as the value of r that is just
statistically significant:

r 
#

t critical
(n  q  1)  t

2
critical

n is the sample size
q is the number of parameters estimated
r# can also be defined in terms of effect sizes or correlation coefficients.

2) Express

focal statistic in
components reflecting unknown

rx·y|cv 

rx·y  rx·cv  ry ·cv
1 r

2
y ·cv

1 r

2
x ·cv

Assuming rx∙cv =ry∙cv (which maximizes the impact of the
confounding variable) (Frank 2000):



rx·y  k
1 k

3) Set focal statistic equal to threshold and solve
for threshold
Set rx∙y|cv =r# and solve (rxy – k )/(1-k) for k to find the
threshold for the impact of a confounding variable (TICV).

TICV 

rxy  r

#

1 | r |
#

impact of an unmeasured confound > TICV → inference invalid
impact of an unmeasured confound < TICV → inference valid.

Application to Estimated Treatment Effect for Source
Entropy on Change in Implementation

r 
#

2.09
19  2.092

 .44

rsource entropy ∙change implementation=.65

.65  .44
TICV 
 .38
1 | .44 |
https://www.msu.edu/user/k/e/kenfrank/web/research.htm#causal

Quantifying the Robustness of the
Inference
• Inference is invalid if the impact (impact=rx cv x rycv) of an
unmeasured confound is greater than .36.
• Assuming r x cv = ry cv, each would have to be greater
than.60 (.60=.38.5) to invalidate the inference.
• Compare with impacts of observed covariates
– Impact of longevity of reform is .029
– Impact of school size is .003

• impact of unmeasured confound would have to be 12
times greater than impact of a strong theoretical
contender (longevity of reform) to invalidate inference
• We hope you will concur with our inference
• Can also say: 35% of the estimate must be due to bias
to invalidate the inference

Consider Alternate Sample
(External Validity)
Causal Inference concern:
How much of the effect would have to be context
specific to invalidate the causal inference?
We cannot assert cause if the effect is not
constant across contexts.
Statistical Translation:
Would the inference be valid if the sample
included more of some population (e.g. teachers
in other states) for which the effect was not as
strong?

Procedure for Robustness Indices
(Frank and Min 2007)
• 1) Define a threshold for inference
• 2) Express focal statistic in components
reflecting unknown
• 3) Set focal statistic equal to threshold and
solve for threshold
– make assumptions like maximizing.

 conditions necessary to invalidate
inference

1) Defining a Threshold for Inference
• Define r# as the value of r that is just
statistically significant:

r 
#

2.09
19  2.09

2

 .44

n is the sample size
q is the number of parameters estimated
r# can also be defined in terms of effect sizes or correlation coefficients.

2) Expression of focal statistic
Consider Alternate Sample
(External Validity)

Define  as the proportion of the sample that
is replaced with an alternate sample.

r is correlation in unobserved data
R is combined correlation for observed and unobserved data:
Rxy=(1-)rxy + 

r

xy

.

Assumes equal variances and means in observed and observed.

3) Conditions Necessary to Invalidate
Inference

R

r

Set =r# and solve for xy:
If half the sample is replaced (=.5), original
inference is invalid if

r

#-r
<
2r
xy
xy

Therefore, 2r#-rxy defines the threshold for replacement:
TR(=.5)

If

r

#/r
=0,
inference
is
invalid
if
>
1-r
xy
xy . Therefore
1-r#/rxy defines the threshold for replacement:
TR( xy=0)

r

Assumes means and variances are constant across samples, alternative calculations available.

Application of Thresholds for Replacement for
Effect of Source Entropy on School Change in
Implementation
TR(

r

#/r =1-(.44/.65)=.32
=0
)=
1-r
xy
xy

About one third of the schools would have to be
replaced with others in which there was relation
between Source Entropy and School Change to
invalidate the inference
Can also be interpreted as the proportion of bias in
rxy necessary to invalidate the inference.
35% of the estimate must be due to bias to
invalidate the inference

Flow of Knowledge within and
between Subgroups
• First knowledge adapted and developed
within subgroups
• Then bridgers between subgroups
• Example:
– Diffusion of technology within a single
school (Frank & Zhao, 2005)

